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"The present critics of the 
Warren Report must be 
careful that they do not, in 
opening the popular mind 
to doubt, open it also to 
fear and hysteria." 

No Conspiracy, But— 
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By EMMY ram.= 
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Warren Commission's 
inquiry into the 
Murders of 
President John F Kennedy 
Officer J. D.Tippit and 
Lee Harvey Oswald 
Introduction by 
Hugh Trevor-Roper 

IT to uncomfortable to Ilse with  uo- 
ceainty. but it seems Lime to 
acknowledge that we—tad per 

hap, even future generations--may 
never know the truth, certainly not 
the whole truth, about the assassina-
tion of President Kennedy. 

Vulneranitity of Teta" is a 
chapter heading used by Edward lay 
Cricket. one of the current critic' of 
the report of the Warren Commission. 
He might have added another: "The 
InaccessiblUty of Truth." I do not 
suggest that because the truth may 
be  inaceeasibter  inquiry should stop: 
Merely that, Lf further Inquiry does 
not get us very far, we should not 
be ow-prised, and should not feel 
tempted to construct our own elabo-
rate explanations 

The report of the Warren Commis. 
Mon hr. now under severe and, In sale 
oases, persuasive attack. It Is hard 
to disagree with the general judg-
ment of its °titles that It did a hur-
ried and slovenly Job. It seems to 

hove been Less than thorough in the 

NEHILY Palette o ex &stub pokiest 
riten•esste,  .ire is erre • teinstover 

nudist of Wssiiitsion, D. C ,  

ecamlnatIon of some kr),  witness., 
less than skeptical of oome of the 
official evidence With which It WS 
setophrd. lcoo 1.1x00 careful to consider 
In detail every foselble explanation 
of the ssssAtaisstIon other than Lee 
Harvey Crwald'a sole guilt. Even so. 
It Is worth adding, the apparent 
slovenliness may be to the written 
report rather than m the actual In-
vestigations of the comminslon. It 
still aroma to me possible that the 
report doe not do justice th its own 
Mann-ma. 

Nevertheless. doubt has been 
aroused, and there are signs that In 
the next taw months this doubt may 
been= so obseamon in at least some 
quartos—perhaps eventually in the 
papule, Wind, which he so for been 
rethrtaust. Neither in Europe one In 
America, in fact, have I hitherto 
found much popular httarest In the 
possibility that the Warm Commis. 
aeon reached the wrong conclusions. 

IT 4. true that some of due earliest 
questlonIng-A of Oresild's guilt, or his 
sole glint. emne from Europe. But 
they made very little impression on 
most people. When Hugh Trevor 
Roper delivered his main attack on 

the conVentlorial explanation of the 
emaschuttion, the general !Maude, I 
remember. we to wonder how the 
Roma Professor of Modern history 
In the lfroversity of Oxford, it moo 
not Surer. to onuses, had got himself 
mined up with this one. 

Since then In Britain, the issue has 
been dead. I can recall no important 
article In arty tarnish publication 
which he raised the sob/eat since the 
flurry after the publication of the 
Warren, Report. I sat with a British 
journalist the other day, and we maid 
not remember any conversation either 
of on had had in Britain during the 
past 111 months in which me circurn. 
stances of the evaaselantion had 
drawn more than a passing reference. 

Borne AmorIcans—mostly Listener 
tuals—gsve the impression that they 
no sooner lam! at London Airport 
than they ore assaulted by questlorn 
son theories about the 1•••••ioatIon.  
They may move 1n circles I do not 
know, but there me perhaps hvo 
other explanations. 

To nee Mind of Intellectual. a roya-
l-ensue oasakalnation. noels as that 
of President Kennedy, provides an 
irrealstiblo temptotton to Pier 'pet-
vote eye." T (Cournmerf on Pegg $41 

Books critical of the Warren Report 

have become • suleinclostry of the 

publishing business. Above, three 

currant rumples. 



NOV. 22. 1953.—Acconding to this movie sequence, running from the first shot to Mrs. Kennedy's climb onto the rear deck of the car, no more Sian 1.8 SLCOrlfit elapsed between the time the President was first hit (top left) and Governor Connally was wounded [top right). But tech showed Oswakis rifle could not fire twice in less than 2.3 second. The conclusion: the theory of a "single huller and one assassin. 
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`... It seems to me possible that the report 
does not do justice to its own inquiries ...I 

PUBLIC IsfURDI2L—Affhila millions watched on Isla-vision, unbelieving, Dal-

lot nightclub owner Jack Ruby (back to cameral shot Lee Harrey Oswald as 

he was escorted through a corridor of police headquarter. To some critic 

of the Warren Report, the second slaying was pert of one conspiracy. 

'Continued from Page 52) 
have ant, often enough, at MO table 
at Oxford or Cambridge, and won-
dered at the capaelty Of dons far 
mlagmlog that the world Donald...— 
the world of  men and Affairs-4e 
one of Weenie-Bay related event., for 
which there must be a visible expla-
nation and It not, then a dellberetely 
concealed one. 

Americans abroad are alio likely 
to encounter professional antl-Arner,  
mane cod not recognise then, There 
La, in Europe. a dose 11ak between 
anti-Ainericanhon and conspiratorial 
theories of the aasansinauen. which 
emerged .t the time to the expected 
pronouncement% of Bertrand Russell. 
An the London correeponchmt of The 
Washington neat pointed out the 
other day. anti-Americans M Britain  

ore already finding n coonecUon be-
tween the assessinatIon nod Charles 
Whitman's murder, from the tloiver-
silty of TIMM tower In aiutin. 

I can speak with less certainty of 
opinion to other leuropean ommtries, 
but my lmpressinn la that mach the 
same Is tree there as In lentaln, ex-
cept that conspiracy theorme of the 
aississaLrualon where they are held, 
are held more Intensely, especially in 
Piles This. I 'would suggest, is 
hardly surprising in ontmtries 'show 
politics ere perpetually excited by 
conspiracy theories, and often with 
considerable avuticaticia since con-
spiracy to part of the stuff of their 
pohuca- 

IN America, both last year and this 
yew-, I here found a popular Interest 

in the drewnstanees of the essassless-
tion only in one area: the South II 
must admit, however, that I have not 
yet been In the West) AS I southe 
my way through the South. I become 
accustomed to conspiracy theories of 
every lon1, most of them constructed 
out of fantasy. Again and again the 

sa.a.inetIon of President Kennedy 
teas woven into the fantasy. although 
amt in a manner which would be very 
agreeable to the current critics of the 
Warm.? Report. 

The most prevalent popular theory 
which I encountered in the South was 
the oncost, one: that Oswald was 
part of a left-wing conspiracy whose 
involvement had been deliberately 
concealed by Communiets In the Ad-
minlittaatIon and by the arch-Com-
munist himself, Chief Justice Earl 

Warren The second theory, almost 
13 prevalent and advanced with con-
siderable Ingenuity, was that Oswald 
had been the tool of an FILL eon-
sell-Ley to discredit the eght wing. 
the FB.L being, too. a Communist 
organthaUon. 

Net only did 1 get used to thew 
thrones In the South. I even got used 
to the fact that they could coexist 
In a single mind. Nowhere else to 
the United States, either last year 
or this year, until the recent contro-
versy began, have I found any hint 
of either widespread or deep interest 
In the eircum.stances of the rissasaina-
Lion, I may have been at fault In 
not raising the question But the 
important fact surely, is that Amer-
Ithaa have never spontancouely 
raised tt with me. 
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PUBLIC Drcomur —With the prime suspect deed, President Johnson 
appointed the Wanes Commission: From left, Representatives GieseId Ford 
and Kirk Boggs, Senator Richard Russell, Chief Justice Earl Warren, Senator 
John Sherman Cooper, John JAcCloy, Allen Dulles and Lee Rankin, cournaL 

Ties, [Maya critics would ay. a 
a fault to the American people; that 
they are merely closing their eyes 
to uncomfortable teeth or panache. 
Ras_ But, like all true Tories, I have 
a considerable faith to popular wis-
dom, and I do not behave that, If 
there vein the smell of a genuine 
conspiracy Lu the Land, the ordinary 
people of America would be meting 
with such a lack of fear and hysteria. 
Rumor, would have spread. and the 
popular imaginal°e been fired, But 
It has not happened. 

If I am right In this catenate of 
popular attltudra them It seems to 
nee that the present crates of the 
Warren Repent must be careful that 
they do not, in opening the popular 
mind to doubt. open II also to leer 
and hyeteria, I am not arguing, let  

me make IL mar, that they should 
not continue to search for the truth 
or peas for a further Inquiry 	ern 
arguing only that from their various 
vlewpaints. Interested or disinter-
ested, they should avoid eaboreting 
thrones of conspiracy whirls art 
tweed on erldene quite as selective. 
and argument quite as tendentioul, 
a they clam the Warren Report 
to be 

THE Warren Commission's conclu-
sion that there was a angle assastrin 
is basal an what has come to be 
known as the "single bullet" theory. 
In other words, that the tint swage 
which both President Kennedy and 
Governor Connelly received were 
retard by a single bullet which 
passed through the back of President 

Hen.. 	neck and emerged at his 
tame before striking Governor Co. 
natty 

It is rosy, as mat of the critics 
have done, to show that this "single 
bullet" theory, on the evidence ap-
plied by the commission. Itself. le 
weak. But the fact remains that 
the alternative exparustions offered 
by the critics (each as the Presence 
of more than one amain end the :race of a COVSpIrlICy ) are equally 

to fade and Ina equally ate 
Improbable chances, 

Anyone who has reed mote of the 
current debate—the books and the 
reviews, and one of the reviews, at 
teat, is quite as Important as the 
books—can -choose between aver./ 
attitudes, even if he accepts the  

criticism that the commission did a 
slipshod Job: 

11) Although the COMM11.4i0e3 
arguments end its use of evidence 
may not seem an adequate support 
for Its [011[111510115, there may yet be 
the right urea, This is an Important 
point, bemusee there may be a tend-
ency to eller the fauns in the com-
mission's report to override a corn-
monsenee appreciation of its findings. 

(la Without deciding whether the 
cammasion's conclusions are right or 
hot, he can Sanply agree that the 
the weakassee of Its report make It 
desirable that. a further Independent 
Inquiry should be estatalshed. 

(3) He can decide that the emu-
ments of the critics make It clear 
that Oswald did not act alone, with-
out coot- (Continued tin Page 1511) 

SerribuIIIR 11, 11.4 
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WEAPON—Oswald% Mannlieher.Carearso rifle, with telescopic sight. 

fgoetiward prom Page 515,1 
notating himself to any conspiracy 
theory, The fact that more than 
on. pence to engaged In an en-
tercrine does not necasearily melee 
it a consplrecy. Thie is the leap 
which alarm. me, and 11 is leap II 
In not winh to imply any ronackine 
motive) which ambitious authors 
perhaps find a little too may to 
Lake. 

14) He can accept the Ides that 
there was a conspiracy. without noc-
emarily feeling obliged to commit 
inenself to we or other of the con. 
spinney theories which have already 
beim offered or which mean likely 
to be offered in the next few months. 

It a of comae. the idea that there 
was • conspiracy which Is Intriguing. 
and of which I remain more than a 
Little skeptical. I have aiwaye found 
Mime difficulty In assuming censor-
try In public asmosinations. They 
depend fair too muds on coincidence 
and accident to be the work of deter-
robsed political conspirators, and I 
therefore find myself demurring 
when Handel Wetaberg the author of 
"Whitessath,'.  =aye toot "by their  

nature. assassinations usually Involve 
conspiracy .'• 

"Top" conspirators. It to true. can 
always know with some certainty 
where their sectim will be, can even 
help to arrange that he wilt be there. 
The conspirators in the ''July 20" 
plot knew where Hitler would be, 
and when So did the conspirators 
against Julius Caesar, although It 
was, In fact, touch and go whether 
Ise would mike it to the Senate that 
mornlog. )?wen So, it Should be noted, 
the "July 20" plot, although carefully 
planned, went awry. 

To plan dangerously then. and they 
to rely on a public appearance on a 
trip to Sarajevo, or the theater, or 
Dalian—this seems to me hardly In 
the nature of political conspiracy, 
although it may he In the nature el 
a fanatic, or two or three fanatics. 

Art Buchwakt to lila Pasta days, 
once interviewed Miss Nancy MICterd. 
When he asked her what she liked 
to read,  she replied that she loved 
history and biography. and was at 
the moment hallway through "the 
Day Lincoln Waa Shot." 'Of course." 
she went on, "I don't know anything 
about American history: I don't know  

whether It Is ineurate. But it reads 
like a detective novel. Only one 
thing women me. I'm terrified dear 
Mr. Booth gam to the wrong theater." 

I one afraid I am rather In the 
same frame of mind about 11.2121.111121.4 
time ea Miss Milford. The chances 
seem to tee Ion 5resL the collIcidencei 
LOO lotprobable, for serious collar-id 
conspirators to rely on cheerful pub-
lic occasions foe their deeds. 

'IONE of the current critics 01 the 
Warren Report goes to great trouble 
to describe the elaborate way in 
which. he suggests, the conspirator, 
weal about the business of duptlent. 
Mg the known Oswald by a "second 
Oswald." Such preparation! Such 
detail) Yet, with it all, these deter-
mined and imaginative conspirators 
chose to place the actual assassins 
at a point on a mute which President 
Kennedy might not take, in a city 
which he might not even visit, and 
where, although the shot was easy 
enough, there was only a brief time 
In which to hit him. 

tfut there are other Improbabilthea 
In a conspiracy theory of the tissasal-
netinn. If there was a conspiracy. 

. not only would more people he pri- 

i
nually Involved, hie also more people. 
Snob as gun dealers. would he sec-
ondarily invoived. In a country such  

as America--end Arnencene of sense 
and commonsense base put this point 
to me many times In recent Weeks—
someone would have broken 

There Are at least two magazines 
which would be willing to Spend a 
small fortune for a clue to a con. 
epinicy. Yet. In ben and three-quarter 
year, floor boa been forthcoming. 
Some magazines have beat engaged 
In tireless investigatuMs of their own. 
employing what Time magVelne en-
gagingly likes to call "task forces" 
et their own correspondents, Yet, In 
two and three-quarter years, they 
have turned up not a hint of con-
spiracy. 

From the time of the assassination. 
Lee Harvey Os-wakes mother pursued 
the posalliWty of his Innocence. and 
Mark Lane, through all these Pa,. 
has kept the issue and tils own In-
vestiesticsa alive, yet hie final report, 
"Push to inclement,' reveals no real 
evidence of a conspimey. Other pri-
vate Investigators have bared their 
way through the available facts, yet 
only one of them, to my knowledge. 
calms to have Identified even one 
ennipirstor, evenone other man who 
was In collusion with Oswald. In 
two and three-quarter years. this is is 
remarkable amount of roinevidericie. 

Moreover. If there was a politically 
Woo/Need on Pogo 157) 

No Conspiracy. But- 

7.7 

EXHIBIT 399 

Like the ripples from a stone 
dropped in a pond, the doubts 
about the report of the War-
ren Commission surround a 
moment of sudden impact: 
Did a single bullet, labeled 
Exhibit 399 by the commis-
sion, hit John F. Kennedy in 
the back of the neck, pierce a 
hole in his throat and then 
severely wound Governor John 
Connally of Texas who was 
sitting on a jump seat in front 
of the President? For though 
this was not the assassination 
bullet lot the two other shots 
the report says were fired that 
day, one "probably" missed 
the car and the other shat-
tered Kennedy's head, killing 
him}, it is over Exhibit 399 
and the "single bullet theory" 
that the argument hinges. 

One reason is mathematical. 
Accoeding to movie film taken 
at the scene by an amateur 
and later studied by commis-
sion investigators, the maxi-
mum time that could have 
elapsed between the *Cord-
ing of the President and of 
the Governor was 1.8 seconds. 
Yet tests on Cessaid's bolt-
action oft: showed it could 
riot fire twice in less than 2,3 
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seconds, Hence, the "single 
bullet theory." Coupling thin 
with the premise that Oswald 
Fired the gun, the commis-
sion arrived at its basic con-
clusion: Oswald was the lone 
gunman and the President's 
assassin. "To say that they 
were hit by separate bullets 
is synonymous with saying 
that there were two Mil-
line." one staff lawyer de-
el ared. 

The mathematical evidence 
was substantiated to the com-
mission's satisfaction by stud-
ies of the trajectory of bul-
let 399 and, more significant-
ly, by an Autopsy performed 
at Bethesda Naval Hospital  

hours after the shooting. The 
medical testimony published 
by the commission described 
the path of the bullet through 
the President's neck and bai• 
listies fats showed it could 
have kept going with enough 
velocity to hit Connally. 

Against this weight of evi-
dence, Edward Jay Epstein, a 
Cornell graduate student who 
wrote "Inquest" as a master's 
Mitzi' in government, weighed 
in with newly discovered doc-
uments that challenged the 
Waste,. Commission's theory 
of a single bullet and a single 

t assassin, Epste:replkarop beet 
recently declassified .  B.I. re-
ports which contradicted the 

Bethesda autopsy. The reports 
stated that the nonfatal bid: 
let entered President Ken-
nedy's right shoulder and did 
not bore through his body. 

Epstein's conclusion: The 
F.B.I. reports are correct and 
the Bethesda autopsy report 
published in the Warren Re-
port was altered between the 
time of the assassination and 
the time of publication to con. 
form to the "single bullet the-
ory." "It indicates," said Ep-
stein, "that the conclusions 
of the Warren Report must be 
viewed as expressions of politi-
cal truth"—that le, that the 
sIngle assassin, assumed to be 
Oswald, had been found. 

nil slow voile roan SisCralei 
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determined conspiracy there most 
hove been a politically determined 
motive. One critic of the Warren 
Report. having reconstructed the 
conspiracy which he believes may 
have caused President Kennedy's 
death, at least recognises this diffi-
culty. "The political or economic 
nature of the conspiracy," said Rich-
ard H. Popish, in The New York 
Reenew of Woke "must be purely 
specuative at this stage." 

Just how speculative. he then 
' makes clear in three wildly specula-

tive sentences, "Maybe Oswald met 
some far-right extremist+, when he 

Iwent to hear General Walker on Oct. 

‘‘ 23. Maybe some right-wing Cohens 
Involved him in a plot when he was 

i in New Orleans. Maybe lee got M- 

I

volved with some Leftist plotters in 
New Orleans. Mexico City or Dallas" 

1That gives as mute a lot from which 
'110 Chaise. 

Pepin.. In the end, la true to his 
predispositions. managing In suggest 
a right-wing conspiraey without 
offering any supporUng evidenee. "A 
conspiracy to defame the President 
was going on in Dallas among &hand-
ful of rightists. Why was this pos-
sible. but not a conspiracy by others 
to shoot him?" No reason at all, 

. except that no one has yet turned 

. up any evidence of an organised con-
spiracy fired by "political or eco-
nomic" motives. 

ISUCH a cony] riscy would. pre-
sumably. have a political motive 
beyond the mere assassinetion of the 
President Yet, having had melt n 

' !striking success in Its first action, 
it never acted again and never acted 
during those terrible first days when 
conspreey was a real fear Lis the 
Mode of the American people and 

. their Government No plans to pre. 

\

vent a peaceful transfer of power, no 
plena to change men or policies: 
What an abbreviated conspiracy. 

Nor two 141111 three-quarter year., 
we are eked to believe, o coespiracy 
which organized the death of a Presi-
dent has lain silent and dormant, 
while his successor has pursued much 
the same policies, often with the same 
Meet tt seems mare than unlikely. 
I ern not denying that them may 
have been more than one assassin— 

n the available evidence sterns to me 
)( I Confusing—tnit. even if one make. 

elite supposition. It shit does not pm. 
lily making the tong leap to a con-
spiracy theory of the assassination. 

Conspiracy Is a term which should 
be allowed to keep a tittle distinction. 
A poilLical conspiracy—and it is this 
which we are being asked to consider 
—must have, at least in the minds 

. of the conspirators, some of the 
t jusUlleaLien of "reasons of state." 

Whether lett-wing or right-wing, the 
, object of a conspiracy is to subvert 
• the state; and there is a sense In 

fact in whit), a stele may be consid-
ered ready for conspiracy. as Marx 
mid It can be ready for revolution. 

The German state Was In such a con-
dition in 1944. 

In spite of all the patient reading 
I have done. I con find not • tittle 
of evidence that subversion of the 
state—an abrupt dame M. the po-
litical force. governing the country 
—was one of the motives of Presi-
dent Kennedy's assassination: 

Again. It is Popkin who approaches 
the problem with at least some po-
litical noun, who recognizes the diffi-
culty. He scrapes ha way out of 
It by indicting a whole society, and 
any reader of pamphleteering polit-
ical !aerator* will recognize this 
passage as familiar: 

'The American prem, as well as 
others in positions of responsibility, 
would not, and could not. dream of a 
conspiratorial explanation. In a world 
In which conapiractes are going-  on 
ail of the time—in business (the anti-
trust canes), In crime the Mahe). 
In foreign affairs (the C.LA.) —It 
.071141110w was still not imaginable 
that two or more persons could decide 
to anassinate the President of the 
United States.' And It is from there 
that he proceeds to hint at a "far-  
right" conspiracy. 

So it Is to this. to • politically 
angled attack on a whole society. 
that the apparently objeative and 
painstaking exposure of political con; 
spIrscy in the end reduces Itself. 
Even the Inquisition would have 
marveled at such audacious dis-
sembling of the truth. 

Rookie even resurrects the tittle-
Cattle — "in rumors I have often 
heard"—that the President's aseseal-
nation may have been organized by 
his successor. It Is the suggestivenem 
of 	rumora have often heard" 
which is hard to forgive. 

None of this. I must repeat, is to 
deny that there may have been two 
or more people Involved to the al-

- although. the greeter 
the number suggested, the less credi-
ble the propoeition memo, I am 
merely arguing that it is possible to 
regard such people as genetics or nuts 
and nothing more, not Involved In any 
sodaus political conspiracy and not 
reflecting any organized subversive 
interest, or even any organised 

passion, within the body of 
society. 

T. an outsider. as he minim himself 
slowly into American society and 

nothing to more alarming 
(even though he may have half ex-
pected It) than the prevalence of 
conspiracy thepries of political power 
and political behavior. By the time 
he has submerged himself no more 
than noble-high, he no longer needs 
Richard Flofstadterta brilliant guide 
to the "paranoid style" 111 American 
politics to remind him that such 
theories min far back In American 
history. 

But what amazes him most is that 
Mom who pooh-pooh the familiar 
McCarthylte theortm of left-wing 
conspiracy are themselves ready to 

(Continued on Pogo 159) 

In two and three-quarter years there has 
been a remarkable amount of nonevidence 
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duped by the critics of the Warren 
Report. 

THEI American people are, as 
have wid, open in einspiracy theories, 
and It seems to me to be to their 
credit, and not merely evidence of 
their complacency. that they have so 
far refused to be stampeded into 
Imagining conspiracy, either left-
wing or right-wing, In the awassina-
thin of President Kennedy. Those 
who are today purveying their con-
spiracy theories appear to be bent 
on producing precisely the kind of 
hysteria which, requiring only doubt 
end never proof, begins a witch-hunt, 
either on the left or on the right. 

At some point It la clear, there will 
have to be mother independent in-
quiry. But. even If this to agreed. 
It Is by no means equally ricer that 

6:To an outsider, as he sinks 
himself slowly into American society 
and polities, nothing is more 

alarming than the prevalence of 
theories of political power 

and political censpirary.,, 

the lime for such an investigation is 
now. A portion of the investigative 
reports m the United Staten ClaBanal 
Archive, is not yet declasailled. The 
whereabouts of other important evi-
dence have still not been ascertained. 
In these circurnstatioes, the chances 
at • further inquiry producing a re-
port which would carry conviction 
are Mehl. 

To net up another independent 
body. with tie peomL.e that It could 
succeed. would be to agitate public 
doubt without Ming mrtaln that It 
could. In the end. settle It. Popular 
fear end hysteria ere dangerous 
weirdo to wealth. and Weisberg, for 
toe, makes It clear that he Is willing 
to recite them. In his condusion, he 
makes the flesh creep: 

"A clime such as the aasessination 
of the President of the United States 
cannot be left as the report of the 
President's cormidesion has left It 
without even the probability of a 
eolutleri, with mnamitis and murder' 
re free, and free to repeat their 

minies and copy what benefits they 
may have expect.] to derive there-
from. No President is ever safe if 
Presidential assawird Cr, exculpated. 
Yet that is what title commleelan has 
done.  

It la my Judgment that the Amer-
ican people [May ere in ■ remarkably 
unhysterial frame of mind. even In 
the middle of • difficult and contro-
versial war. Certainly, they are show-  
log every sign or restating the 
teroptatioe to further witch-hunts. It 
would be a tragedy if articulate 
Imams of opinion led them into an-
other, 
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(Contissed from Pape 101) 
construct almost as fanciful theories 
of right-wing conspiracy. Moreover. 
whereas those on the right who in-
dulge In farimalm of Communist con- 
spiracy 	usually an the for right. 
those on the left who Indulge In 
tautestee of right-wing conspiracy 
are often paraded and parade them-
selves, as level-headed liberals. 

THUS there is a second conspiracy 
which Is being discovered in the cur. 
rent dehatlin a conspiracy on the part 
of the Wariest Osman.slon to sup-
press, or distort, the troth. It must 
be said that thin theory has not yet 
gained much ground. But It Le ex-
plicit in ail WeitherWs attributions 
of malevolence, and It is implicit. 
Although In the moot sophisticated 
way, evert in Epstein's otherwise 
careful, otherwise level-voiced, book, 

Epstein's meta critIcLons are of the 
slovenly only In which be believes 
that the commission worked. But his 
first and last explanation of Ws 
sloveritinese Is that it was eager to 
find an rapt/math,n of the UttaSaitia-
tion which would restore Airier{Gan 
prestige abroad, and the prestige of 
American Institutions at home. In 
short, he suggests that the -Estab-
lishment-  arisumptione end Inclina-
tions of its members made their find-
ings Lnevitable. 

I wax. although I do not now often 
like to alt It. responsible for 
making the phrase "the Emulate, 
meet" part of our current political 
vocabulary. The occasion was an 
article in The itondon) Spectator In 

In which I gently suggested 
that fluy Burgess and Donald Mac-
lean had not needed any cover. either 
for their activities or for their even-
tool disappearance to Russia simply 
because they belonged—and here 
first used the word—to "the Efitsb-
lishment- 

Form this half-seriona half-mock-
ing suggestion that. bemuse of their 
connections, they were always given 
the benefit of the doubt. the phrase 
"the Establishment" caught on like 
wildfire. and I have been troubled 
by IV success ever since I began 
to be troubled when I realized that 
the phrase could be Used, end wee 
being used, es e sophisticated version 
of a conspiracy view of politics, in-
stead of • rather jolly way of de-
scribing a curious, liNglish phenome-
non. 

Exactly the seine mooned of exag-
geration Is to be found in Epstein's 
book. Although he himself provides 
remornl convincing explanatione of 
why the commission did such a hur-
ried and elipehod job he in the 
end leans to a conclusion which 
has the .meek of conspiracy 
about It: -.In astabliehing its version 
of the truth. the Warren Commission 
acted to reassure the nation and pro-
bed the national interest" 

This is to metre • Judgment of mo-
tive, men conspiratorial motive. and 
It Is the hint of conspiracy, of one 
kind or another, which ham bream• 
the hallmark of all the theses pro- 

srertiesta lt, sew 


